
All the power 
without the cord.

Up to 60 mins power*



The only high performance 
cordless vacuum with 
interchangeable lithium battery 
and BrushRollClean™ technology 
for optimal pick up on all floors

All the power 
without the cord.

BrushRollClean™ 
technology for 
effortless and 
tangle free 
cleaning at the 
press of a button

Interchangeable 
battery to double 
the run time if 
desired

Additional battery  
sold separately

Excellent dust  
pick up and up to 
60 min run time 
with lithium battery*

* Used in regular setting, 
depending on floor type, 
cleanliness of filter, and model

Easy to glide 
and use with 180° 
Easysteer™ for 
smooth turning 
and movement on 
all floors



BrushRollClean™ 
to easily remove 
entwined hairs 
and fibres

One-touch 
control buttons 
for ease of use

Self-standing

Interchangeable 
battery pack

Series 7  
Tungsten ZB5022

Efficient cyclonic 
filter conveniently 
located at the 
bottom

LED lights

180° swivel nozzle for 
easy steering

Same cleaning 
performance as an 
average corded canister!#

Delivers constant suction 
power for up to 60 minutes*. 
Charging time is 4 hours

# Based on dust pick up test on carpet comparing with the CyclonPower AE7810  
as measured by an Independent test institute on 29/09/2014

* Up to 60 minutes when the vacuum is in regular mode, up to 26 minutes  
in power mode or up to 17 minutes in booster mode



Series 7

Regular: up to 60 mins* 
Power:   up to 27 mins* 
Booster: up to 15 mins* 

* Used in regular setting, depending on floor type, cleanliness of filter, and model

Interchangeable 25.5V lithium battery 
Part# 2198217354

Replacement filter 
EF142 

Tungsten 
ZB5022

Spare Parts available
(Please visit http://shop.electrolux.com.au to purchase)

Join Electrolux Platinum Service†

Enjoy fast access to a dedicated  
team of experts 7 days a week

Benefit from a guaranteed product replacement  
in the unlikely event of a major product fault

Stay connected to receive product updates and more

Enjoy peace of mind
when purchasing Electrolux

† To join register your product at www.electrolux.com.au/support 
or alternatively call the Platinum Service line 1300 365 305 

T&Cs apply. Available on selected products. 
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www.electrolux.com
Platinum Service line 1300 365 305

All the power 
without the cord.


